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time. Their criticism of% their own government’s moment and interest. Address, 134A 9th Ave 
action concerning the adoption sf the re oo mm en da Wçst, Calgary, Alberta,
tions of the Dawes Report is a ease tit peint. Yet 
the government received the support of its own 
party. It is so1 with all its problems, and these pro
blems will be set before' it as hard fact matters 
wherein theory and practice must get along with 
the best .possible grace.
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wR:w mODBRN social problems are an «specially Jl 

good field for the study of factor» affect- |Xggg. 
ing cultural changes. Pon, in Dm tot . .

In our own ease, we have the relationship of our place, there is a wealth of material, beeanai,«tttfi# 
past and present attitudes to work out, and if we present time many social problems, are oemaiwd r|gj 

special hurry to decide upon definite by the frequent cultural changes. Furthermore, the
student of modem social changes has a certain. ad-

teach we «an learn, and perhaps gather strength vantage over the student of changes in earlier «ml- | 
go along. One thing is certain : in the past we lures because of the greater detail and fuller record, 

have succeeded in imparting to the workers at large Of course the factors in modem social changes ate 
in Canada where we have effected contact with them not instantly clear, but they are certainly not aa ob

scure as the forces of the remote past Very prob
ably, therefore, an examination of some present-day
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are in no
courses it is an indication of the fact that while we
can 
as we

m I

I

rn idea of the value to be gained in study and re
flection and the worth of such an attitude in meet
ing the problems of working class life and aim. For changes may reveal additional factors affecting cal--

tural change. It is not necessarily true, though, that. < 
the same forces operating today to effect or resist
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POINTS OP VIEW.
the moment we are somewhat introspective.

Perhaps our attitudes have become leas me
chanical. At any rate we are working them, out as

HE present attitude of the S. P. of C. and the 
Clarion toward labor parties and the like 
is a matter of comment in oar pages, and 

we take it that our attitude has not been sufficiently 
definite in the form of its utterance to emphasize the 
hostility of the S. P. of C. to all other political or
ganizations ‘ ‘ allegedly labor or avowedly capital
ist,” or words to that effect—as in past days.

T cultural change have operated at all times or oper
ated in earlief cultures.best we can.m

One factor affecting change in modem society 
that is quite easily observed is the power of a par
ticular economic class. Modem society is differ
entiated into economic classes. Wealth and income

H- SECRETARIAL NOTES.

ns Writing from Nanaimo, Comrade Arthur Jordan, ^ ^ Qnequally 4^,^^ that one class or 
Secretary.of the S. P. of C. Local there, advises us grQup ^ , yery Urge proportion of the total 

It is quite true that recently we have been hesi- as follows: amount. And there is plenty of evidence to show
tent in criticism of,nay, such newly arrived appear- “We are holding a joint picnic at Oyster Bay, (bst thfi group or ,i.M that has the major portion 
anees as the British Labor Government, or the cut- Labor Day, September 1st. The workers of Cowich- 1<tbc g(KKj things of life” is not so eager for 
ting edge of our remarks has not been so keen SA" an-Neweastle and Nanaimo Electoral Divisions have fhangf M those whose incomes and material posses- 
has been hitherto usual when dealing with people amalgamated for this big pieriic. I have been made swna are Those who derive exceptional bene-
whoae outlook has not been precisely like our own. secretary and Comrade Ratlef is chairman, along fit £roœ reet^ tntervtit and profits resist changes that 
Likewise in the local field of endeavor, although we with a live committee from Nanaimo, Ladysmith, endanger „r affect adversely these sources of income, 
have not sunk oar organisational identity in assoc- Northfield, Extension Mines, South Wellington, etc. Th# jnlereata 0f these groups have been referred to 
is ting with other groups in politire we have taken
action quite contrary to the action taken in the pre- chard to speak, also Frank Brown, M.L.A., and R. L. mQCh but suffering from the existing disposition of

Nee lands, M.L.A. All workers in Vancouver who property are more likely to institute and support 
In the local action we had little or no alternative are interested are invited to come and join the crowd, changes. Two other points should be noted in this 

confronting us otherwise than to play the part of a Oyster Bay is close to Ladysmith. If enough com description. One is that the possession of money 
nan-participant negative, and when the situation is rades can be gotten together in Vancouver they may and property in modern society is closely correlated 
looked at now the election is over we are unable to — lie able ta charter a boat and make the trip to- with power. The other point is that economic con- 
see that any harm has been done or that our tradi- get her.” 
tion as a factor in the education of thworking class

•

f
“I was instructed to invite Comrade W. A. Prit M vested interests.” Groups not benefiting so'

vious B. C. Provincial Election.

dirions are closely interrelated with many other eal- 
We have given this such publicity as we have tarai features, so that many suggested changes to- 

been able to among our own membership in the hope day affect the economic situation and the effect of 
that-it might be possible to muster a sufficiently large the economic situation in modern society reaches far 
contigent from Vancouver which would warrant into other fields of culture. The result is that an 
chartering a boat for Ladysmith on that day. The economic class is in powerful opposition to a great 
obstacles are many, however, and at this time of many ; forces of social change, 
writing the likelihood is that we shall not succeed
in organizing the needed number. The return trip economic class has been very influential in promot
ion hardly be made in one day, leaving time and ing change. As employers they are in large -part
energy for the pleasures of the picnic. However, responsible for business enterprise, which has mster-
this is an earnest of the organizing capacities and ially trasformed the American continent in a very 
enthusiasm of the Vancouver Island workers, and it short while. Of course this material progress ia not
seems to us to be a good sign. Whoever gets to that to be accounted for wholly as a result of tho ability
picnic will have a good day of it and a good wel- 0f the class of entrepreneurs. Much of this material

change .through inventions, was inherent in culture ; 
that is, such material changes as the development of 

Comrade C. Lestor is at the moment in Edmon- steam and electrical power would probably have oc- 
ton. In the past few months he has covered many curred under various systems
hundreds of miles of prairie country talking in the tion. Still, in the past, the opposition to business 
fanning communities. Recently he. was in Drum- enterprise on the part of the wealthier class has not 
heller. He says District 18 is suffering from the ini- been conspicuous save in exceptional eases. In a
tiative of the mine owners at the present time in the society differentiated into social groups, some group \ a

tendency to provoke trouble. Lestor has had meet- will be identified with the forces of change while *
ings there which have been attended by police armed another group with interests more highfy vested in 
with smoke bombs. At Drumheller there was arrang- the existing culture will resist the forças of change, 
ed a meeting and demonstration in Elgin field,

a
;

has been amended or detrimentally 1 ffeeted in any 
Otherwise than that we have reached more

rtx
way.
people than ha« been usual at our elect. *> meetings 
and our propaganda has suffered no hurt.

m
The war years and the years after have brought 

problems of party attitude and tactics to us which 
hitherto we had escaped. The war years brought 
offcial hindrance to our activities in various parts 
off the country, brought a censorship on the party 
organ and tended to disintegrate the organizational 
machinery of the party. Following upon that when 
we had began to rebuild after the war the industrial 
union enthusiasm pervaded the western Canadian 
atmosphere, and its organizations, in building them
selves up, tended to weaken our own by recruiting 
to their work the energies of many of our people. 
The kim,«n revolution and the literature that came 
from it set our membership, in common with other 
people, in a turmoil, and the whole -movement seems 
to be at the present time suffering apathy which 
may be accounted the opposite extreme from those 
days of expectancy. The matter of the Third Inter
national affiliation brought forth a split in the party 
and divided opinion among workers generally: Those 
were different days from these. Revolution was 
abroad then. Party loyalties were suspended or 
broken throughout the European world. Capitalism 
had lost its grip. And ideas were losing their rigid
ity, a rigidity which they have not regained.

Afterwards, we have not had the same inclina
tion to be dogmatic in our altitudes and we have 
.welcomed various points of view.

In the practical play of politics any body, labor or 
socialist, will sooner or later find itself confronted 
with circumstances which will tax its resources o 
overcome, consistently with ideas prevailing inside 
and ont of its body as to its principles, si 
nature of the groundwork it has already laid down. 
So far as the Labor Gov. 
concerned its own back benches appear to be very 
much concerned with this very matter at the present

It is also true, however, that the power of this
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.. rOpposition by the rated interests to change has

Saturday, 2nd August, and on the following day a not been sa frequently nhmii ml 
meeting was held in the Regent Theatre, Com. Lestor cultures. However, a 
being the speaker on both occansions. There and at ^
Wayne the police seem to have deemed it their duty 
to attend in number. The miners have been five ^ 
months on strike Lestor reports that the excitable

IK the ampler
—,------------------------------------------ - -------- ------

peoples with more primitive md- 
feadkttted by JDr. Pomona in bee study 
She poéarts ont that there » * “wflfcto-

L m üpower” element in eastern, which. reahÉa a ahStige ,
sert of propaganda among the miners is not what fa) the custom. Thin trill tn prnri r is. buss mis! to '
is wanted, and this they are beginning to see. He *^,*4 w that the tree motive is not-apparent. Thus 
says his meetings were well attended and that his roles tf obedient he chihiwm IMfsdNtab' -

td to the eomfart sr power efi th» ad»lt^>T~

:
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ff talks were well received.
11<

• • •f ,Calgary, Alberta.—At the headquarters of Local
Calgary every Thursday at 8 p.m. «tore meats a _ .----- .. „ , ,
clam for the study of economics. Everybody is w*L The elder», aulee, wr 

Come to this address and him aitihlus <hm| ■ tmmm 
n asd problems dealt witii lb » ne
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Western Clanoa
A Journal of History, Economics, Philosophy, 

and Current Eventa.
Published twice a month by the Socialist Party of 

Canada, P. O. Box 710, Vancouver, B. C.
at O. P. O. as a newspaper.

SUBSCRIPTION:
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